
LIAM JACOBS—mid-20s, budding writer/playwright, friendly and
optimistic but not entirely naive. Because of his primary-
progressive MS, he often uses an ambulatory wheelchair as
his legs are weak. He doesn’t let it bring him down,
however. To simplify this character would be to say, “If
Lloyd Dobler from ‘Say Anything’ was in a wheelchair, he’d
be Liam Jacobs.” KEY SUPPORTING ROLE

LIAM
Is this your first time?

DELILAH
Yeah. Yours?

LIAM
No, I've been coming here for the
last three months. Little piece of
advice: it's OK to be as honest as
possible. You won't know the wrong
things to say unless you say them
first. But even then, that's OK,
because everyone knows more or less
what we're going through.

DELILAH
(tries to process this)

Yeah...I'm sure.

MEADOW
(stands up to shake Delilah's
hand)

Hi. I'm Meadow. His therapist and
pharmacist.

LIAM
Wrong! Lies, lies, lies. I mean, she
is a pharmacist, but she only thinks
she's my therapist.

DELILAH
(nods in approval at Meadow)

Nice.

MEADOW
Thank you.

LIAM
Hi, I'm Liam. Liam Neeson.

Delilah looks confused while Liam cracks himself up.

LIAM
Liam Jacobs, actually. I just don't
like to repeat the name. It's an odd



one to pronounce. Liam. Liam.

DELILAH
My name's Delilah. But sometimes
people call me Del.

LIAM
Nice to meet you.

MEADOW
How long ago were you diagnosed?

DELILAH
Nearly two years.

LIAM
How long have you used the cane?

DELILAH
(snickers)

Nearly two hours. I've had some
trouble walking, and so, I got this
thing to sort of help me out
whenever I need it.

MEADOW
Good call.

DELILAH
And yourself?

LIAM
Three years this August. Primary-
progressive MS.

DELILAH
Oh, I'm sorry about that. I have
remitting-relapsing.

LIAM
That's no walk in the park either. I
mean, it is, but with a cane.

MEADOW
Sometimes.

LIAM
Right--sometimes. So, what is it,
like, sometimes you feel good,
sometimes you don't?

DELILAH
Yeah, pretty much. I mean, I know
that's how it is for everybody. But



I'm just too tired often, and my leg
is a little wobbly, and--

LIAM
Hey, no need to explain. You're not
out there with regular society.
You're here with the "island of
invisible illnesses."


